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accurate terrains from a set of splines and lay roads. Without SplineLand it is almost impossible to achieve such accurate results in 3ds Max. Now you can do it quickly, in just a few clicks your topographic data in the form of splines can become a terrain. SplineLand is a plugin for Autodesk 3ds Max that helps to generate topographically
accurate terrains from a set of splines and lay roads. Without SplineLand it is almost impossible to achieve such accurate results in 3ds Max. Now you can do it quickly, in just a few clicks your topographical data in form of splines can become a terrain. Professional 3d rendering for texture mapping is a lot more than just a matter of snapping the
camera around a 3d model. The process of mapping texture to a 3d model requires a lot of cross-referencing data from all kinds of resources. Using geometric alignment of reference-points, normal mapping, UV unwrapping, and topology optimization, SplineLands can convert 3d models into high quality terrains in 3ds Max with just a click.
SplineLand is a 3d plugin for Autodesk 3ds Max that helps to generate topographically accurate terrains from a set of splines and lay roads. Without SplineLand it is almost impossible to achieve such accurate results in 3ds Max. Now you can do it quickly, in just a few clicks your topographical data in form of splines can become a terrain.
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